
Term 4 – Possible lines of enquiry – Value = Responsibility  

Term 4 How many colours in a rainbow? 

Week beginning  25th February ‘19 4th March ‘19 11th March ‘19 18th March ‘19 25th March ‘19 1st April ‘19 

Line of enquiry Colour  Painting  Patterns/Camouflage Rainbows Being an artist Reflection week  
Quality Text Fiction: Elmer by David 

McKee 

  

Fiction: Mouse Paint by 

Ellen Stoll Walsh  

Fiction: Mixed Up 

Chameleon by Eric 

Carle 

Fiction: The Rainbow 

Fish by Marcus Pfister 

Fiction: The Day the 

Crayons Quit by Drew 

Daywalt, Oliver Jeffers 

Fiction: The Day the 

Crayons Came Home by 

Drew Daywalt, Oliver 

Jeffers 

Engage 
Play 

Explore 

Remember 

Enquire 

What do our 

observations tell us 

about children’s 

developing interests? 

Read the children a 

range of stories and 

non-fiction books on the 

theme of colours, 

rainbows and patterns. 

Have the children ever 

seen a rainbow? When? 

Talk about their 

experiences asking 

questions to develop 

their language and their 

thinking.  

Ask – ‘What do you 

know about colours?’ 

Make a mind map to 

show what we know and 

what we want to find 

out more about.  

Make colour collections 

of different things and 

talk about the children’s 

favourite colours.  

Visit an Oxford art 

gallery to look closely at 

colours in paintings. 

Explore a treasure box 

with coloured shells, 

flowers, seeds, feathers 

and other natural 

coloured and patterned 

items. Describe the 

colours, patterns and 

feel of the different 

items recording good 

describing words to 

make a colour display.  

Hold a spots and stripes 

day. Invite children to 

wear their spots and 

stripes for the day. 

Visit St Edburg’s with a 

range of coloured and 

stained glass windows 

or/and invite a stained 

glass or contemporary 

artist into school to 

demonstrate their art.  

 

. Take a colour walk 

around Elmsbrook to 

see a range of coloured 

flowers, buildings, 

sculptures or perhaps 

even to see a rainbow if 

we can spot one. 

Develop 
Enhance 

Do 

Understand  

Consolidate 

Play a memory game 

with a tray full of 

coloured artefacts and 

objects. Remove items 

and ask the children to 

guess which colour is 

missing? 

Play a simpler version 

with a range of items the 

same colour, a red car, a 

red cup, a red pen, a red 

hat. Which red thing s 

missing? 

 Play ‘Match the sock’. 

Bring a washing basket 

with a range of 

patterned and coloured 

socks. Can the children 

find the matching pair 

and peg them on a 

washing line? 

Look at images of 

different animals, birds 

and sea creatures that 

use colour and pattern 

for camouflage or 

attraction. Think what 

the animals are called 

and talk about the 

Play rainbow colour 

salad. Each child has a 

different colour counter, 

ball or glove. When 

their colour is called 

they must swop places 

with someone else with 

that colour. 

Use a painting app or 

light box to answer the 

question ‘What happens 

when colours 

overlap/mix? Make a 

collection of good 

describing words to 

describe what is seen. 

 



purpose of their 

colourings and patterns. 

Innovate 
Apply 

Challenge 

Collaborate 

Enhance  

An abandoned suitcase 

is found full of black and 

white socks. Inside the 

suitcase is a note saying 

‘For the attention of the 

Colourful Caterpillar’. 

What should we do? 

How can we improve 

them? What should we 

use? How can we get 

them to him? What 

could we make? 

  The children arrive in 

the classroom to find a 

strange creature, white 

and plain. A label around 

his neck says ‘I need 

some camouflage does 

he need to keep safe’. 

How can we help? 

Where does he live? 

What camouflage does 

he need to keep safe? 

A letter arrives from 

somewhere ‘Over the 

Rainbow’. The 

King/Queen of Rainbow 

Town has asked the 

children to create a 

rainbow feast to 

entertain some special 

guests. Can we help 

him? What can we do? 

  

Express 
Express 

Evaluate 

Reflect 

Communicate 

Receive a colourful 

letter or a colourful e-

mail from the Colourful 

Caterpillar thanking the 

children for their ideas 

and messages. 

  Receive a colourful 

letter or a colourful e-

mail from the 

King/Queen of Rainbow 

Land thanking the 

children for their ideas 

and messages. 

Hold a rainbow day 

coming dressed om a 

multi-coloured fashion.  

Make a colour scrap 

book showing what they 

have learned about 

colour and pattern 

through the project.  

Display what the 

children have made 

during the Innovate 

Stage inviting parents to 

hear the stories behind 

them. 

Decorate lanterns using 

translucent tissue paper. 

Release the lanterns and 

watch them fly,  

 

 



Table 6.4.2 Term 4 - Possible Enhanced Provision – Value = Responsibility 

Term 4 How many colours in a rainbow? Enhanced Provision  

Week beginning  25th February ‘19 4th March ‘19 11th March ‘19 18th March ‘19 25th March ‘19 1st April ‘19 

Communication 

and Literacy 

Play ‘I Spy’ with colours 

indoors and outdoors. 

Learn to share and re-

tell stories and poems 

on the theme of colour 

and pattern.  

Explore rhyming words 

on the theme of colour. 

Red and head; blue and 

two; green and seen. 

Work together to 

create nonsense 

sentences and rhymes.  

Look carefully at 

pictures of real 

butterflies and insects 

from a museums loans 

service. Describe 

colours and patterns 

seen. Make a 

collaborative list of 

describing words.  

Choose an item from 

the ‘treasure basket and 

use size, colour or 

pattern vocabulary to 

describe it, e.g. ‘The car 

is big, blue and stripy’. 

 

Talk about a memorable 

experience sequencing 

the order of the day 

using photographs as a 

starting point.  

Look at a range of 

paintings on screen and 

prints. What colours, 

patterns and scene can 

they see? 

 

Maths area Use colourful counting 

bears to sort and match.  

Make their own charts 

to show class eye 

colour, hair colour and 

other data based on 

their ideas. 

Use coloured counters, 

hoops and bean bags and 

laminated numbers to 

make up number and 

counting games.  

Gather collections of 

badges, buttons or 

bottle tops and use to 

count and sort.  

Create simple repeat 

patterns using coloured 

beads, pegs and other 

coloured items. 

Make bracelets and 

necklaces with a 

repeating pattern using 

of coloured beads. 

Use 2D shapes to make 

stained glass windows 

and patterns.  

  

Writing area Provide a range of 

materials and colours to 

draw with for example 

pastels, crayons, felt 

pens and chalk.  

Listen and join in with a 

range of books, stories 

and poems about 

colour. 

Write their own 

nonsense words about 

colours to make a 

nonsense poem.  

Collect pictures, objects 

and photos from home 

to create different 

colour displays. Use 

word wall to build 

Order and sequence 

photographs from a visit 

and talk and write about 

what happened and what 

interested them.  

Look at range of 

creatures that use 

colour for camouflage 

and attraction. Make 

books to inform others 

about how animals use 

colour. Add 

photographs and images.  

Write a tag for a 

coloured balloon with a 

collection of words to 

describe the colour; red, 

hot, fire, sun, love, etc.  

Write a description of a 

world over the rainbow. 

What might it be like? 

Use small world play and 

watch excerpts from 

‘The Wizard of Oz’ to 

stimulate ideas.  

Using white or black 

paper put out a 

selections of 

drawing/writing 

materials in shades of 

colour. 

 



simple sentences about 

different coloured 

objects.  

Small world 

area 

Create a black and 

white world, a world 

without colour using 

newspaper and black 

and white play 

resources.  

 Make camouflage 

habitats for creatures 

using natural objects and 

small world animals.  

Create an ‘Over the 

Rainbow’ world using 

small figures and 

coloured settings.  

  

Creative area Make colour collages 

using a range of 

interesting materials 

with different colours 

and textures. Include 

transparent and opaque 

materials and papers.  

Use brushes to add paint 

or food colouring to 

water in an ice cube 

tray. Experiment with 

different quantities and 

freeze. What happens to 

the ice-cubes when 

different amounts are 

added and different 

colours are mixed?  

Mix colours using 

powder paint. Make as 

many different colours 

as they can. Use a range 

of paint applicators to 

make marks and 

patterns. 

 Paint on a large scale 

using paper or plastic 

sheeting, applying paint 

using hands and feet.  

Create rainbow worlds 

using paint and boxes. 

Paint and decorate 

boxes with different 

colours and patterns and 

set up a rainbow town. 

Create stain glass 

bottles using child 

friendly glass paint on 

bottles and transparent 

plastic sheeting.  

Use glass beads and 

other transparent 

coloured items on a light 

box to project colours 

and shapes within a 

space. 

Paint from observation 

using flowers and 

butterflies as a colour 

stimulus.  

 

Outdoor area Investigate colour mixing 

using the three primary 

colours on a large scale 

outdoors using big 

rollers and sponges.  

 Start to grow colourful 

plants and flowers and 

care for them.  

Find out about weather 

and rainbows and 

observe these outdoors. 

Talk about what 

happens when we see a 

rainbow? Why does the 

sky change colour?  

Talk about, collect and 

photograph flowers. 

Why are flowers so 

colourful? 

Press flower petals and 

take photographs of 

flowers close up. 

Make large scale 

marbling prints in Tuff 

Tubs using different 

coloured marbling inks 

and papers. 

 

Sand/Texture 

area 

Play with coloured sand 

pouring into jars and 

containers to make 

layered patterns.  

Play with textured 

materials such as glass 

Use different glazes on 

simple clay forms such 

as ball shapes. Display 

the different effects 

together  

 Play with different 

coloured ‘jellies’, 

exploring its 

transparency, texture, 

small and taste.  

Play with different 

coloured dough to make 

shapes and forms.  

 



beads, plastic containers, 

strips of raffia, ribbon 

and other coloured 

materials such as 

cellophane and plastic 

coloured chips.  

Construction 

area 

Use colourful building 

blocks to build towers 

and structures, e.g. ‘Can 

you build a tower with 

three green bricks and 

four red?’ 

 Use giant Lego blocks to 

build walls with 

repeating patterns.  

  

Make a rainbow using 

materials such as sheets, 

ribbons, plastic, paper, 

chalk, withies, raffia and 

other structural 

materials to form the 

shape.  

  

Discovery area Separate colours using 

blotting paper, felt pens 

and water, what happens 

when water hits the ink? 

Make smoothies using 

different coloured fruits. 

 Look carefully at a range 

of insects using hand 

lenses and microscopes. 

Use animals and insects 

from a museums loans 

service to make 

colourful and detailed 

drawings of pattern.  

Observe how sliced fruit 

and vegetables change 

colour over time. Keep 

a changing colour diary 

to record the changes.  

Observe rainbows using 

images. Talk about when 

rainbows occur.  

Make rainbow bubbles 

using washing liquid. 

‘Can we see rainbows in 

the bubbles?’ 

Use a prism to create 

rainbow 

chromatography.  

Play with or use light 

boxes to view coloured 

transparencies and mix 

colours.  

Ice cupcakes using 

different coloured icing.  

 

Water area Mix and pour different 

coloured waters using 

water play resources 

such as jugs, plastic 

bottles, tubes and cups. 

Make bubbles in the 

water or blow some big 

bubbles outside on a 

sunny day. talk about 

what children can see.  

Change colours of the 

water frequently.  

 Make rain drops and a 

rainbow (if sunny) using 

a hose pipe.  

  

Role play area Create a road track with 

traffic lights, no entry 

signs and stop signs for 

bike play. Talk about the 

way colour is used to 

communicate 

 Role play a weather 

forecaster from the TV. 

Role play Noah’s ark.   



instructions to motorists 

and pedestrians.  

Dress up in coloured 

costumes, hats, masks 

and fabrics.  

 


